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Revolver II Part 2: Transverse
A curatorial collaboration between 

Professor Michael Newman & Robin Klassnik

10 September–14 December 2014

Wednesday–Sunday, 12–6pm

Revolver II comprises a fast-paced three-part series of group exhibi-
tions investigating the manifestation of knowledge in relation to artists
who work with or reference text and publishing. All selected works
over the series of the three parts combine to create a dialogue explor-
ing the conditions in which a concept or object can manifest as knowl-
edge within the human mind and what constitutes as uncertainty or
‘unknowing’.

Artists participating in Revolver II are Jaki Irvine, Joëlle Tuerlinckx,
Danh Võ, Deirdre O'Dwyer, Bronwen Buckeridge, Patrick Goddard, and
Lizzie Hughes. The three sections will be tied together with site-spe-
cific interventions running from September – December from Peter
Liversidge, Craig Barnes, James Coleman and Lucia Nogueira.

Revolver II is curated by Robin Klassnik and writer and curator Profes-
sor Michael Newman and follows the collaborative curatorial approach
of the first Revolver exhibition in 2012. Revolver II is designed to gen-
erate a series of curatorial partnerships and discursive projects with
artists, writers and practitioners associated with Matt’s Gallery to
model curatorial methods and relationships to inform and expand the
gallery in its future operations.

X Marks the Bökship, is partnering with Matt’s Gallery especially for
Revolver II to open a bookshop and event space in the gallery en-
trance on Thursdays and Fridays over the summer and throughout the
autumn exhibition. This live space will host a series of performances,
reading groups and discussions on the themes of the exhibition.
During this time Eleanor Vonne Brown will begin ‘Publishing the Bök-
ship’ revisiting, consolidating and distributing material on independent
publishing.

A publication accompanying each exhibition will be available free to all
gallery visitors.

For further information or visual material please contact:
Judith Carlton, Assistant Director: judith.carlton@mattsgallery.org
Matt’s Gallery, 42–44 Copperfield Road, London E3 4RR 
020 8983 1771

Director: Robin Klassnik
Tube: Mile End (Central, District and Hammersmith & City lines)
DLR: Limehouse. Bus: 25, 277, D4, D6, D7 

Revolver II is supported by 



www.mattsgallery.org

Revolver II Part 2: Transverse*

15 October–9 November

Private view 12 October 2–5pm 
* Transverse: to pour over, to extend across, crossing borders to make equations, to
lay different forms of knowledge across, above and below each other, a textile or lat-
tice which shows and protects.

Joëlle Tuerlinckx 
Bronwen Buckeridge
Lucia Noguiera

Joëlle Tuerlinckx, (2014)
Since 1980, Tuerlinckx has developed a rigorous artistic language that
incorporates strategies of archives and institutional criticism. Her site-
specific practice often focuses on the formal properties of gallery
spaces, the role of museums, and the museums’ relationship to their
communities. Film projections, video, drawings, collages, photographs
and found objects are often combined with subtle alterations to the
spaces and gestures that highlight the time and space of the viewing
experience. 

Bronwen Buckeridge, (2014) 
Buckeridge’s audio installations are studies in how sound and memory
shape our experience of place. Often made for one person at a time,
her work explores the dynamic of live and recorded sound in a fixed lo-
cation, inviting the viewer to forge imaginative connections between
the mediated sounds of the recording and the free-flowing activity of
their immediate surroundings - a kind of 'paracinema' where the miss-
ing screen element is experienced through the unfolding live aspect of
the location.

These acoustic environments are deliberately unstable; both right
now and already past, moored and itinerant, referring at once to the
site where they are installed and to elsewhere. 

Lucia Noguiera, No Time for Commas (1993)
Before her death in 1998, the Brazilian artist Lucia Nogueira was pre-
dominantly known for her sculptural installations using everyday ob-
jects, intentionally creating work that left questions unanswered,
deferred closure and implicated the spectator in creating meaning by
bringing to the work their own memories and imagination. 

Revolver II Part 3: Prompt*
19 November–14 December 
Private view Sunday 16 November 2–5pm

* Prompt: to remind and encourage, to make the transition from rehearsal to perform-
ance, to send words from below or off the stage while looking back and forth. 'On
time', implying being already too early and too late, the moment always missed.

Patrick Goddard
Jaki Irvine
Lucia Noguiera


